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pressed as periods of sadness (lack of joy); and oc-
casionally as anxiety, anger and/or depression. CFS 
patients can often experience hypersensitivity to sen-
sory inputs, leading to pain, paresthesia, photopho-
bia, tinnitus and chemical sensitivity. The autonom-
ic nervous system may show signs of dysregulation 
such as postural hypotension with tachycardia; other 
disorders affecting blood circulation; irritable bowel; 
etc. The severity of these various symptoms differs 
widely among patients diagnosed with CFS and can 
also vary markedly over time in the same individual. 
Unless further defined, the CFS diagnosis is largely 
uninformative with regards to a particular patient’s 
illness. Furthermore, similar sets of symptoms can be 
present in patients with traumatic brain injuries and 
in patients in whom additional symptoms or labora-
tory test results can lead to a better defined neuro-
logical, psychiatric, or autoimmune diagnosis. Based 
on more questionable criteria, some patients who 
would otherwise be diagnosed as mild to moderate 
CFS are diagnosed as having depression, personality 
disorder, burnout, post-traumatic stress, fibromyal-
gia, chronic Lyme disease, Gulf War syndrome, chron-
ic inflammatory response syndrome (CIRS), chemical 
sensitivity, electromagnetic sensitivity, irritable bow-
el syndrome, etc. According to some definitions, CFS 
is excluded if the patient has psychiatric symptoms, 
yet other definitions allow for co-morbid psychiatric 
diagnoses [1-6].

Several laboratory tests will commonly yield re-
sults in CFS patients, which are different from those 
in most healthy controls [7-26]. The items being test-
ed are only loosely directed to the element of chronic 

Introduction
Much of the research on the chronic fatigue syn-

drome (CFS) is misguided for two major reasons. First, it 
is falsely assumed that CFS is a distinct, definable illness, 
which can be reliably differentiated from other neuro-
logical and psychiatric illnesses. Second, in spite of com-
pelling evidence to the contrary, CFS is not generally 
regarded as an infectious illness. This review addresses 
these two issues and is followed by a brief discussion 
on stealth adapted viruses and the alternative cellular 
energy (ACE) pathway.

Diagnosis
It is clearly inappropriate that the diagnosis of CFS 

is being applied to severely ill, bedridden patients, 
as well as to outspoken, internet savvy individuals 
who frequently attend conferences and other public 
events. The core symptom for the majority of those 
diagnosed with CFS is a feeling of not having suffi-
cient physical and/or mental capacity to undertake 
ordinary tasks, with no clear explanation as to why 
this limitation exists. The frustrating feeling of per-
sisting fatigue will typically become exacerbated, with 
a delayed onset after even modest physical and/or 
mental exertion and can remain so for several days, 
without being relieved by sleep. Beyond the core 
symptom of unexplained fatigue, there are a pleth-
ora of additional clinical manifestations. To a varying 
extent, different CFS patients experience mental con-
fusion with a lack of clarity in their thoughts (brain 
fog); inability to stay focused on a topic (attention 
deficit); poor memory, even forgetting the names of 
common everyday items; and emotional lability, ex-
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fatigue. Moreover, similar abnormal results can oc-
cur in association with many other chronic illnesses in 
which fatigue is not a predominant feature. Emotion-
al stress and prolonged periods of physical inactivity 
can potentially cause disruptions in the biochemical 
pathways measured in some of these assays. It has 
also been argued that knowing that one has an ab-
normal test result will simply add to further pessi-
mism about being ill. Certain individuals seem to do 
better by consciously disregarding the illness concept 
and are more accepting of their physical and mental 
limitations. The diagnosis of CFS for these patients is 
considered counterproductive.

Infection
Multiple lines of evidence indicate an infectious 

cause of CFS. The first is the occurrence of major out-
breaks of CFS-related illnesses. Seventy-three out-
breaks occurring between 1934 and 1990 are listed in 
the book The Clinical and Scientific Basis of Myalgic 
Encephalomyelitis - Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, edit-
ed by Dr. Byron Hyde [27]. Prominent among these 
outbreaks was an illness beginning in 1985 and first 
publicly reported in 1986, which occurred in the Lake 
Tahoe/Incline Village region of Nevada [28]. Two of 
the many unpublicized subsequent outbreaks in the 
US are worth noting. Dr. Donovan Anderson manages 
a general medical practice in Mohave Valley, Arizona, 
which is nearby to Needles, California. In the spring of 
1996, he became aware of an acute illness which pro-
gressively affected well over a hundred of the local 
residents. Individuals presented with acute gastroin-
testinal symptoms, developing approximately a week 
after contact with someone with similar symptoms. 
Vomiting, diarrhea and abdominal pain would resolve 
within 1-2 weeks. Rather than the individuals regain-
ing their prior health, most progressed to a chronic 
illness. This illness was characterized by severe fa-
tigue, cognitive impairments and mood disorders 
[29]. The disease affecting most of these individuals 
was confirmed as CFS by a visiting specialist in this 
condition. Several patients had very severe illnesses, 
including dementia. A veterinarian exhibited symp-
toms of acute depression prior to suicide. An 8-year-
old child of a symptomatic mother exhibited atten-
tion deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in second 
grade. He mentioned to his mother that he would see 
double when tired or stressed. An MRI of his brain 
showed fairly extensive white matter disease sugges-
tive of a leukodystrophy, with frontal lobe predomi-
nance. A brain biopsy of the frontal lobe showed no 
inflammation. Rather it was pathologically described 
as a spongy (vacuolar) myelinopathy [30]. Based on 
a positive stealth virus culture (to be discussed in a 
later section of this article), the child was prescribed 
a course of ganciclovir, which provided some tempo-
rary clinical improvements. Nevertheless, he contin-
ued to deteriorate, became physically incapacitated 

and died approximately one-year later. Blood sam-
ples from over 50 additional patients involved in this 
outbreak were also cultured for evidence of infection 
with stealth adapted viruses. All of the tested sam-
ples gave strongly positive results. Most of the pa-
tients have remained chronically ill for over 20 years 
with many now being diagnosed as having fibromyal-
gia in addition to CFS.

A hairdresser in Joelton, TN, realized she, her two 
staff members, and a number of her clients were 
experiencing episodes of pain that mainly affected 
areas of their skin, along with a feeling of general 
malaise and noticeably impaired thought processing. 
She communicated her concerns to the local health 
authority and to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC). The representative from the CDC 
asked if she knew of additional patients. The hair-
dresser took the initiative of describing her illness 
in the local Shopper magazine. Well over 100 people 
from the local community responded that they were 
experiencing similar symptoms. As soon as the is-
sue of a potential infectious process arose, the local 
health authority, on the advice from CDC, refused to 
engage in any further contact. This patient and sev-
eral of her close associates tested positive in stealth 
adapted virus cultures.

Illness among Family Members
The second compelling argument for an infectious 

cause of CFS is the occurrence of diverse illnesses 
among family members of presumptive infectious or-
igin. Various families can trace the sequential onset 
of illness among the various family members. A wom-
an in Florida with CFS was convinced that her hus-
band had developed the same illness. For economic 
reasons and despite the added hardships, he was in 
denial of his illness in order to stay employed. The 
woman’s mother developed Parkinson’s disease and 
her son was diagnosed with schizophrenia. Yet they 
could all relate to the overlapping fatigue and brain 
fog, which were affecting them all.

A banker had to retire due to early onset of demen-
tia. His wife tried to provide support, but she too be-
came incapacitated with hyperesthesia and paranoia. 
Their daughter agreed to accommodate her parents in 
her home. Soon, thereafter, she developed CFS and her 
husband developed amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). 
Each of their four children became sick, one with throm-
bocytopenia and all with learning and behavioral disor-
ders. Extended family members also became symptom-
atic.

A gentleman returned from an overseas business 
trip and developed a fatiguing illness. Although there 
was no intercourse during his travel, he was concerned 
with the possibility that he might have acquired an HIV 
infection. The laboratory tests for HIV came back nega-
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[44]. So too have some bacterial sequences [45].The 
cellular-derived sequences are from non-coding re-
gions of the cellular genome. The bacteria-derived 
sequences, in this well characterized SCMV-derived 
stealth adapted virus, are from mycoplasma and from 
one or more atypical alpha-proteobacteria [46]. The 
term renegade is being used to describe the incor-
porated cellular and bacterial sequences [46]. Rene-
gade sequences have been identified in other stealth 
adapted viruses. They become part of the virus rep-
lication process and are transmitted between cells, 
individuals, and even species, as components of re-
formed virus genomes. The renegade sequences can 
potentially replace all of the sequences of the initi-
ating virus. This can have two major consequences. 
First, it can explain why CFS has been mistaken as a 
bacterial infection, e.g. due to mycoplasma or brucel-
la [47]. Second, it means that relying upon the pres-
ence of established immunological and/or molecular 
markers for known human and animal viruses can 
lead to false negative results [48]. The most reliable 
way of detecting stealth adapted viruses is by virus 
culture. CFS patients almost invariably test positive 
in specialized virus cultures [29,39-42]. The cultures 
also provide a useful test system to assess anti-virus 
therapies.

The Alternative Cellular Energy (ACE) Pathway
While the particular cell-derived and bacteria-de-

rived sequences in the different stealth adapted vi-
ruses may contribute directly to the virus-induced 
cell damage, the more basic issue in virus infections is 
that the virus is competing for cellular resources. Vi-
rus replication requires cellular energy. So too do the 
cellular anti-virus defenses and cellular repair mech-
anisms. It was wrongly assumed that cellular energy 
is solely provided from the metabolism of food [40]. 
The body can attract additional energy from an envi-
ronmental force provisionally termed KELEA (Kinetic 
Energy Limiting Electrostatic Attraction). The funda-
mental role of this force is presumably to prevent the 
fusion and annihilation of electrostatically attracted 
opposite electrical charges. The fluctuating electrical 
activity of the brain and possibly muscles can attract 
KELEA from the environment as a non-food source of 
cellular energy [49]. This energy is expressed as an 
added kinetic quality of the body’s fluids in what is 
referred to as the alternative cellular energy (ACE) 
pathway. KELEA can also be transferred to water for 
consumption or external application in humans. In-
deed, small pouches of KELEA activated water can 
simply be worn close to the body as a means of en-
hancing the ACE pathway [50]. Combining methods 
for improving the KELEA receiving function of the 
brain with the use of KELEA activated water provides 
a rational approach to overcoming stealth adapted 
virus infections. It is the preferred approach for treat-

tive. His elderly father became ill a week after visiting his 
son. He was aware of published work showing that cer-
tain stealth adapted viruses had originated from African 
green monkey simian cytomegalovirus (SCMV). He took 
the initiative of pretending to be a veterinarian caring 
for sick primates. He did so to order testing for monkey 
cytomegaloviruses from an animal diagnostic testing 
laboratory in Los Angeles. To support the pretense, he 
had his and his father’s blood labeled using the names 
of the two dogs belonging to his neighbor. The results 
were that both of the blood samples were positive by 
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for SCMV. The gen-
tleman then notified me of the testing and he and I re-
ported the result to the CDC. They arranged for a blood 
sample to be sent to a private clinical laboratory in At-
lanta, where the sample was said to be virus negative.

Illnesses in Animals
The third and most convincing line of evidence be-

gan as an animal study conducted by Dr. Tom Glass 
at the University of Oklahoma. He recorded the high 
incidence of illnesses in the dogs and cats of CFS pa-
tients [31,32]. The pet owners could sometimes re-
late their symptoms with those developing in a newly 
acquired animal pet. Interviews with CFS patients will 
not uncommonly describe situations such as a previ-
ously healthy cat becoming unsteady when walking 
on the back of a couch, or seemingly not recalling 
where their food is usually provided. One patient’s 
cat was even spooked upon seeing a garden hose. 
More overt neurological signs would subsequently 
appear in many of the affected pets leading to eutha-
nasia. In conjunction with Dr. Glass, a stealth adapted 
virus cultured from a CFS patient was inoculated into 
six healthy cats. Within a few days, all of the cats be-
came acutely ill [33]. They became reclusive, avoid-
ed light, would commonly rub their head against the 
cage, leading to a loss of fur from the rubbed areas. 
They were very sensitive to being held. On necropsy, 
there were vacuolated, degenerative cells throughout 
the brain. Yet there was no inflammation in the brain 
or elsewhere in the body. The acute illness peaked 
between 2 and 4 weeks, after which there was clinical 
recovery. There were stillborn births to a pregnant 
cat [31-33].

Stealth Adapted Viruses
Stealth adapted viruses differ from the viruses 

from which they are derived in not evoking inflam-
mation [34-40]. This is because of the deletion or 
mutation in the genes coding for the relatively few 
virus components normally targeted by the cellular 
immune system. The prototype stealth adapted vi-
rus is a derivative of SCMV [41,42]. It has a geneti-
cally unstable, fragmented genome [43]. The various 
fragments are unevenly distributed in the remaining 
genome. Moreover, several cellular sequences have 
been incorporated into the replicating virus genome 
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